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Another vReveal top features is the preset filters. You can apply filters to specific video clips. The
Filters panel offers you options such as Black & White, Sepia, Tint, Vintage, Vintage Tone, Lens Dust,

High Contrast, Invert, Reduce Noise, High Contrast Tone, Gamma Adjust, HSV Adjust, Hue Adjust,
Saturation Adjust, Vibrance, Sharpness, Black and White, B&W Tone and Contrast, High Contrast,

Invert, Enhance Brightness, Enhance Saturation, Enhance Contrast, Glowing Effect, Grain Effect and
Vintage. A useful feature of vReveal is its ability to apply different preset filters to specific video

clips, thus saving you time by eliminating the need to apply the filters to every clip manually. When
it comes to the video player, you can use it to adjust many different aspects, such as audio level,

frame rate, Widescreen, Rear-Projection, Sound, Audio, Synchronization and resolution. When done,
you can save your enhancements as new video files in compatible formats. The new files can be
loaded into different players including Blu-ray players, MP3 players, etc. There is also a host of

export options for different devices, formats, and resolutions. It is important to note that it is not a
standalone player, hence it needs to be used in conjunction with a video player application for it to

work. vReveal supports numerous formats including MP4, 3GP, AVI, MOV, MKV, FLV, WMV, XVID, MO,
MKA, VOB, 3GPP, MP2T, MSS, MP3, WAV, AC3, AAC, OGG, M2T, M4A, H.264, H.265, DIVX, MPEG-2,
MPG, SRA, SVC, MPA, AVI, RAW, FLAC, and SPX. The UI is fairly polished and consists of only seven
panels. It is one of the most intuitive interfaces I have seen. vReveal Premium is designed to be a

one-click solution, yet allows you to tinker with the effects and fixes parameters in real time,
achieving a kind of interactive 2D editing. The software also offers color correction as well as tools to

remove crop marks from videos, add text overlays, and white-balance the clips.
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as for its performance, vreveal proved to be very fast at processing a couple of 5-minute mp4s. and
users having cuda-enabled nvidia geforce gpus can benefit even further, processing video up to 5x
faster. once your are satisfied with the results, you can save your video to your pc in a variety of

formats ((wmv, mjpeg avi, uncompressed avi, divx, and mp4) and also upload your file to youtube or
facebook right from the program's window. vreveal came to replace a web application called

fixmymovie that used to offer an online video enhancement service. it uses a technology called
super resolution, which basically reconstructs a video by analyzing each one of its frames. this
technology is used mostly by forensic labs and intelligence agencies. key features: correct and
enhance any video in order to improve its quality fix mobile/camcorder videos in record time

improve video quality of stills photos review the correction and enhancement settings extract text
from video clips and highlight them on a computer i work on the highest level, and can never leave
the work. i'm one of the first to look at the results of the customers. i like the challenge of the game
and attention to detail required to be able to finish the work. you have to be creative and innovative
and master it completely and quickly. and above all, i want to work on the basis of passion. vreveal's

trial version has a functional trial period to preview all the features the program offers. the demo
version can be used on a single computer with a single local video file only. the full version works on
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